
Freelance copywriting & photography in Leeds
for happy clients

People hire me to express what they do or sell in a clear and simple way. 
Sometimes they don’t have time to do it themselves. Often they’re just 
too close to their business to put it in terms that are easy to understand. 

So I help people like you work out what you want to say to the world. 
Then I bring your message to life with meticulously crafted words and 
photographs that compel customers to take action. 

This portfolio shows how my copywriting and photography helps my 
clients to win business and be more successful. 

If you’d like to join them then tell me your problem now. And I’ll give you 
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Chris Kenworthy

Digital content for web pages
Printed brochures and leaflets
Email newsletter campaigns

EMAIL 
chris@chriskenworthy.co.uk

CALL
07796 118308

TWEET
@chris_kenworthy

VISIT
www.chriskenworthy.co.uk
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A gentle push in the right 
direction

Hesitance is the enemy of 

successful marketing. Instead 

you must be decisive and focused 

to convince people to choose 

you. That’s why Kensei Media 
invited me to write web copy 

that promotes their online video 

and media publishing platform. 

As well as bring the extra insight 

and momentum they needed 

From the start we decisively 
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customers; busy directors at 

small agencies. They want 

quick solutions and value their 

reputation which I echoed in the 

home page copy.

That promise is constantly 
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translated into positive results 

that customers understand.

to introduce their product and 

appeal to potential customers. 
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from my outcome-focused and 

empathetic copy which enthuses 

about your product or service. 
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a style that’s easy to understand 

and motivates the reader towards 
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01 Chris Kenworthy
Chris gave us the push 
we needed to get our 
website done and he 
got the copywriting just 
right.”  
-  Leo Fowler, Kensei Media

“



Why simple sells

Few subjects are more complicated 
than decision science. Yet kokino-
marvo urgently needed easily-
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inspire people unfamiliar with 
their data analytics service. Time 
was tight but I worked furiously to 
distil complex features into  clear 
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received by kokino-marvo in time 
for their important conference. 
We purposefully wanted to 
challenge conventional dull and 
inaccessible marketing literature. 
So I wrote copy that translates 
abstract ideas into compelling 
real-world terms. These are easy 
to understand and reward readers 
for sharing their valuable time.
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Not only did Chris succeed, 
he did it in such a way which 
prompted much discussion 
and thought on how to meet 
customers’ needs. He added 
much more value to kokino-
marvo as a whole than just the 
copywriting. I would definitely 
engage Chris’s services again.”
-  Andy Bolton, kokino-marvo

“



Reportage photography

Copywriting is even more 
powerful when striking photos 
strengthen your message. And 
my unobtrusive photojournalistic 
style captures you photographs 
like these to support copy 
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and brochures. Reportage 
photography makes people feel 
naturally more relaxed because 

they’re engaged with authentic 
activities in familiar surroundings. 
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your brand identity and evoke 
stronger emotions in the viewer.
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nergetic photos of people and activity help the 
HALE project promote their mobile outreach venue 
to their local community. 

E
ocumentary-style event photography for Yorkshire 
Sculpture Park helps them advertise their art 
education workshops.
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to support articles in an NHS�WXEű�QEKE^MRI�S

ontentment and reassurance from ethically-led 
savings and mortgages captured on camera for 
Ecology Building Society.

C
vent photography helped promote NME and O2 
Academy music tours, Beach Break Live and Latitude 
festivals and Yorkshire Air Ambulance.
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